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APP Information Download Version 1.2.6.5 (77) Apk Size452.46 MB App DeveloperI-Doser.com Malware CheckTRUSTED Install on Android2.2.x and even App Packagecom.yudiz.idoser.apk MD5588b564f436b41 a27 634b4d9d5007c49 Rate3.62 Website Download I-Doser Premium 1.2.6.5 APK Download APK file
(452.46 MB) Get from Google Play App Description I-Doser Premium is yudiz, idoser, entertainment, content rating is low maturity (PEGI-12). This application is rated 3.62 by 93 users using this app. For more information about the company/ developer, visit I-Doser.com website that developed it. com.yudiz.idoser.apk
apps can be downloaded and installed on higher Android 2.2.x and Android devices. The latest version of 1.2.6.5 Available for download. Download the app with your favorite browser and click Install to install the app. Note that we provide both basic and pure APK files and download speeds faster than APK Mirror. This
APK app has been downloaded 92074+ times in store. You can also download com.yudiz.idoser APK and run it with the popular Android emulators. Used by more than 10 million people worldwide, I-Doser products are the only sequences that have more than an 80% success rate in expert review studies. Covered by
Kotaku, LA Weekly, Vice, OWNI, Wired, CNN, Fox News, NBC, Spike TV, ABC, Bay 9 News and many more. This is the original and only official source of simulated I-Doser brand experiences. Don't be fooled by the cheap imitations out there! We are the REAL OFFER! I-Doser.com is the industry leader in binaural
brainwave technology. This is the app that is helping millions of people around the world get powerful simulated experiences! With about 100 doses of brainwaves available in the app and for purchase, this is the largest mobile collection anywhere. Customized integrated environmental soundscapes tailored to each and
every one of the simulations. It works across all your android-based mobile devices and tablets, universal, in glorious HD! Slipstream doses and mix and combine to find your power combination. Real-time tuning. Adjust your experience in real time, on the fly, to get the best possible results! Integrated guide and method
to ensure success! Remember, I-Doser can be an extremely powerful mobile brainwave modification tool on gait based on proven and effective sequencing. Use high-quality headphones during the simulated experience. App ChangeLog NEW VERSION OF THE BEST-SELLING HUMOR SIMULATOR IS HERE! We
have added about 30 new doses that bring the entire count to almost 100 available! is now 400% smaller because all your doses can be stored in the cloud! Quickly see what doses you need to complete your collection. I have to dose them all! We have opened the mystery box for free. (Tip, it's genesis) You can turn
them off from the info screen. Be sure to update! Application screens com.yudiz.idoser.apk Apk apk scan results scanned by TotalVirus TotalVirus He was pure and confident. Scanning statistics:confirmed timeout:0|error:0|harmless:0|malicious:0|suspect:0|timeout:0|type-unsupported:12|undetected:59|
Name:com.yudiz.idoser.apk SHA-1:b78b682f093a3f7e3c9bd91be68d3e121ed5add2 SHA-256:7715cc8f2adbfbedd07e4f658f91cea4075fcc24cf2ed0355cbb4aa32ea98f2d SSDEEP:786432:yr3QldodyFrs5ig/DfeDoHGm6xzhKs3hvKY+oj3ZHAVAZ +F/Og:ykldodyFvg/DfeDdmn69KY+QUAZyOg File type: Android Magic:Zip
archive data, at least v2.0 to extract file size:47387693 Uncompressed size:48000694 Files contents :775 Files content By type: 3gp:1,MF:1,RSA:1,SF:1,bmp:2,dex:1,jpg:54,mp3:101,png:537,ttf:1,wav:4,xml:70, Permissions require the following permissions on your Android device.
android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATEandroid.permission.ACCESS_WIFI_STATEandroid.permission.INTERNETandroid.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGEandroid.permission.WAKE_LOCKandroid.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE com.android.vending.Network CONNECTIONS
BILLINGcom.android.vending.CHECK_LICENSEandroid.hardware.screen.portraitandroid.hardware.touchscreenandroid.hardware.wifi allows the application to view information about network connections such as which networks exist and are connected. view Wi-Fi connections Allow the app to view information about Wi-
Fi networks, such as whether Wi-Fi is enabled and the name of connected Wi-Fi devices. Full network access Allows the application to create network plugs and use custom network protocols. The browser and other applications provide means to send data to the Internet, so this permission is not necessary to send data
to the Internet. read the contents of your SD card Allow the app to read the contents of your SD card. prevent your phone from sleeping Allow the app to prevent your phone from going to sleep. Modifying or removing content from your SD card allows the app to write to your SD card. In-app billing on Google Play
provides a simple and simple interface for sending in-app billing requests and managing in-app billing transactions via Google Play. Certificate issuer: C:US, CN:Android Debug, O:AndroidCertificate Subject:C:US, CN:Android Debug, O:Android Activities
com.yudiz.idoser.IDoserActivitycom.yudiz.idoser.ProductActivitya.y.z.Aa.y.z.HZ Interesting strings The things that are on our mind right now can have big impacts on how we think and see the world. That is why, many times, people will go towards certain stimulations that can improve their mood. This makes it easier for
them to think clearly, and at the same time, to things with a clear mind. As a result, many of you would love to have this interesting Premium I-Doser mobile app available on your Android devices. Here, I-Doser.com's interesting tool will allow Android users to access a huge collection of amazing brainwave stimulation,
thanks to the available brain dosage sounds from I-Doser Premium. Siént feels free to make use of them to quickly increase their motivations, calm their worries, train their minds, and achieve many powerful effects on their mental well-being. Find out more about this interesting I-Doser Premium mobile app with our in-
depth reviews. Right next to the bat, Android users on I-Doser Premium will find themselves having access to a huge collection of stimulated audio experiences, which will provide multiple mental effects. From stimulating binaural brainwaves, creating lucid dreams, improving your meditations and yoga practices, to many
more interesting effects, I-Doser Premium can help maintain a good mood and prevent bad moods from ruining your daily experiences. The app uses a science-tested and safe synchronization method for brainwaves, which will help stimulate and simulate your current mood in certain ways. This is the case, you can
simply activate any selected dose in Premium I-Doser to quickly get in the right mood. Experience powerful results from the app as it helps you improve your mental well-being and prepare for anything. For those of you who are interested in the exciting mobile app of I-Doser Premium, you will have to pay for the paid
version of the app in the Google Play Store. And within the app, there will be in-app purchases for every piece of audio doses you want to listen to. This can be a real problem for those of you who can't afford it. But we'll talk about it later. At the same time, the app will require users to have their Android devices run on the
latest version of the firmware, preferably Android 2.3 and up. Also, be sure to provide the app with certain access permissions when you open the app, so you won't encounter any compatibility issues later. And finally, but not least, to make sure you can get the best results with Premium I-Doser, Android users will need
to have a good pair of headphones to enjoy even more doses. Not to mention that you won't find yourself bothering others with your loud speakers. These are all features what the app has to offer: To get started, Android users on I-Doser Premium will find themselves enjoying multiple doses of mental stimulation, with
more than 100 different binaural brain wave sequences. Feel free to try interesting audio experiences and freely manage your different sequences through useful Cloud. Have access to your powerful doses whenever you need it. And to make it easier for you to manage and choose the right mental doses, the app also
provides a variety of different collections so you can access them quickly. Siént feels free to try any of the doses provided to experience his complete changes of mindset. Dosage Reboot – start by getting it in the right mind with Dosing Reboot. This collection will allow you to refresh your mind before trying out other
collections available on I-Doser Premium.Brain Plus – For those of you who need to improve your learning experiences, the useful Brain Plus collection will ensure that Android users can prepare for the most intense study experiences. Anti Sad – And if you're feeling relatively sad and depressed lately, you can also try
the powerful anti-sad experiences on Premium I-Doser, which will make you get out of the unhealthy mood, which is easier for you to improve. Trust – Also, to give you a certain amount of confidence before trying anything, Android users on Premium I-Doser can always activate the available doses, even for only a few
minutes. They will help you calm down and allow you to get your hands on your tasks that we intend to do. After Waking Up – Also, to make sure android users can immediately clear their minds after waking up, I-Doser Premium will provide their useful After Awake collection, which you can program to activate when you
wake up. Lullaby – Also, if you're having trouble getting to sleep, then this useful mobile app from I-Doser Premium will certainly be useful, with many of your powerful doses of lullaby. These are just some dose collections that I-Doser Premium has to offer, so if you're interested, you can always explore the app for more.
To make sure that all I-Doser Premium users can find themselves having access to the right doses of brainwaves, the app also provides built-in environmental soundscapes, which are customized to better suit your preferences. These will provide powerful and engaging audio experiences for Android users to enjoy and
improve their moods. For those of you who are interested, I-Doser Premium now offers its useful slipstream doses, which will allow you to freely design your own trip in many different ways. Make use of Slide Over on supported devices to enable the most refined dosing experiences with the app. And at the same time,
also enjoy the multiple queue to easily duplicate doses in SlipStream.To make sure you Android users can enjoy their binaural simulator to the fullest, now you can make uses of the real-time tuning options, which provides many customizations to audio and dosage experiences. Feel free to hon the audio and create your
own satisfying experiences in the app. In addition, to allow Android users to become more dedicated to Dosages, I-Doser Premium now provides many powerful voice guides that allow you to understand training methods, tutorials and guided videos on doses of brainwaves. Understand how they work and find ways to
improve your moods with better dose settings in Premium I-Doser.For those of you who are interested, you can now make customizable user interface uses in Premium I-Doser, which will allow you to easily choose how the app looks. Explore many useful and accessible options with the Hyperskin engine provided in I-
Doser Premium and find yourself enjoying the app to the fullest. Provide a VPN suggestion for blocked content And if you have problems with dosing content that crashes in certain countries, such as Indonesia, the United Arab Emirates and some others, I-Doser Premium also offers your VPN suggestion for you to use.
Explore the app and find ways to have vpn enabled so you can enjoy blocked content wherever you are. And finally, but not least, for those of you who are interested in the exciting mobile app of I-Doser Premium, you can now enjoy the free and unlocked version of the app on our website, with many interesting and
accessible features to enjoy. All it takes is for you to download the APK I-Doser Premium to our website, follow the instructions provided, and you should have it installed easily. Although the app is already a paid mobile app on the Google Play Store, Android users are still required to pay for it to unlock certain doses on
their devices, especially new ones. In this case, with the application acquired, only uses of a limited number of doses and test versions can be made. So if you want more content, get ready to pay extra for the app. For those of you who are having problems with your current mood, I-Doser Premium will certainly help you
improve your mental well-being and will allow you to increase your mind in every way possible. As a result, Android users must be extremely satisfied with the mobile tool, as it provides many useful methods to cure their sadness and depression. And at the same time, don't feel free to increase your spirits for more
productivity work and improve all day. Day.
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